
Out-of-the-box SAP SuccessFactors modules 
delivering results in weeks – at a fixed cost 
and reduced risk.

NGA FastTrack
FAST VALUE AND QUALITY OUTCOMES WITH SUCCESSFACTORS

Deployment speeds are typically a third faster than a traditional 
approach. Highly efficient, structured deployment methodology 
engineered to accelerate time to value and quality results. 
NGA FastTrack for SAP SuccessFactors modules deployment 
represents a robust, flexible and minimal risk solution.

www.ngahr.com

https://www.ngahr.com


NGA FastTrack Engineered to Deliver Quality

The approach is engineered for quality and uses a number of implementation enhancers 
to accelerate the design and implementation process. 

The pre-configured system comes fully tested and for extra assurance and to validate 
customer required configuration changes, includes two iteration testing cycles in the 
deployment approach. 

It minimizes the challenges and complexities of 
setting up SAP SuccessFactors. Powerful, pre-built 
and thoroughly tested, NGA’s FastTrack provides an 
almost out-of-the-box set-up, with the flexibility to 
adapt to a customer’s specific needs. 

It’s a highly efficient, structured deployment 
methodology, specifically engineered to deliver fast 
value and quality outcomes.

The two key components to  
NGA FastTrack The end results include:

• Excellent deployment 
experience

• Reduced 
implementation 
project costs 

• Deployment speed 
that is a third faster 
than a traditional 
approach
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Templated  
Workshops

Concepts and activities are 
clearly explained through 
standardized workshop 
facilitation supported by  
materials for customer reference.

Model Deployment  
Plan

Efficiently designed project 
plan to minimize durations. 
Clearly defined tasks, 
timescales and responsibilities.

Customer Homework 
Tracker (Employee Central)

Summarizes and enables 
tracking of all customer design 
related activities.

Best Practice  
Processes

Swim lane diagrams and  
‘Fit Gap Templates’ define 
the model ‘to be’ processes 
on which the pre-configured 
system design is based.

Data Migration &  
UAT Toolkit

Guidance workshops and 
guides included for data 
migration and UAT with 
supporting tools / templates.

Employee Central  
Guide

Comprehensive guide providing 
an in depth understanding of 
Employee Central components.

Pre-Filled Configuration 
Workbooks

Pre-filled configuration 
workbooks that only need 
review and editing rather than 
completion from scratch.

Process Optimization 
Methodology

Ensures customer process 
needs are fully incorporated 
in design and that change 
impacts are identified.

Data Dictionary  
(Employee Central)

Enables customers to map 
their existing data fields to 
SuccessFactors fields.VA
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NGA FastTrack delivers HR value to your business in weeks, with much greater 
implementation simplicity and reduced project cost compared to a traditional 
implementation approach. Typically, NGA FastTrack reduces deployment time by a third, 
and reduces work effort. Project costs are at least 20% lower than with a traditional 
approach for a comparable project. 

Business Case for NGA FastTrack

FastTrack Modules

NGA HR offers NGA FastTrack for 
the following SAP SuccessFactors 
modules:

• Employee Central
• Performance & Goals
• Succession & Development
• Compensation &  

Variable Pay

NGA FastTrack Options

For each supported SAP SuccessFactors module, there are two solution versions:  
NGA FastTrack Rapid and NGA FastTrack Optimized. The pre-configured functionality for 
both is the same, but NGA FastTrack Optimized includes a process optimization approach 
and broader allowable scope for change within the fixed price contract. 

FastTrack Rapid
Straight out-of-the-box solution for 
customers wanting quality, value, 
and self-service HR processes to be 
implemented in the fastest possible 
time, and at the lowest possible cost.

FastTrack Optimized
For customers wanting to tailor the 
standard processes and configuration 
to address specific business needs, 
challenges and opportunities.

Implementation 
Enhancers
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Pre-Configured 
Solution

Best Practice 
Foundation

“Compared to 
a traditional 
approach, NGA 
FastTrack delivers 
at least one-third 
faster deployment 
and 20% less work 
effort and cost.”

Fixed Price

Reduced 
Cost

Best Practice
Processes

Fast 
Implementation
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Find out more...
www.ngahr.com/solutions/hr-technology-consulting 

Pre-built & Tested Application

Accelerated Deployment 
Approach

Flexible 

Optimal Efficiency

Shared Learning

Tangible Value for Customers

Standardize processes in a largely out-of-
the-box deployment.

Have SAP SuccessFactors fully-functioning 
and delivering within shortened timescales.

Is NGA FastTrack Right for Your Business?

NGA FastTrack solutions can be used by most organizations, but fundamentally those 
wanting to:

A Recognized Leader Year after Year

Design

Build

Test

Deploy

Extend

Maintain

Operate

Analysts consistently identify NGA HR  
as a leader in Cloud-based HR services.

Cloud-Based HR Services 
SAP SuccessFactors Focus

Ability to meet future client requirements
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Source: NelsonHall 2017

 High Achievers

 Major Players

 Leaders   

Innovators

www.ngahr.com

Alight unlocks enterprise growth for the world’s most influential companies with future ready human 
capital and business solutions. We combine industry leading data and insights with unmatched depth and 
operational expertise to improve the employee experience and optimize cloud-enabled business processes. 
Our 15,000 colleagues proudly serve thousands of clients and their more than 30 million employees and 
family members throughout 180 countries. Learn how Alight helps organizations of all sizes, including  
over 70% of the Fortune 100, achieve next level transformation at alight.com.

https://www.ngahr.com
https://alight.com

